San Francisco Youth Commission
Minutes ~ Draft
Monday, April 5th, 2021
5:00pm-8:00pm

Public Comment Call-in:
+1-415-655-0001
United States, San Francisco (toll)
Access Code: 187 728 5180

There will be public comment on each item.

Jayden Tanaka, Valentina Alioto-Pier, Lillian Tang, Plyfaa Suwanamalik-Murphy, Calvin Quick, Gabrielle Listana, Adrianna Zhang, Gracie Veiga, Ariana Arana, Rome Jones, Erika Morris, Arsema Asfaw, Sarah Cheung, Sarah Ginsburg, Nora Hylton, Amara Santos, Stephen “Rocky” Versace

1. Call to Order and Roll Call for Attendance (Discussion and Possible Action)

Commissioner Hylton calls the meeting to order at 5:09 pm. Quorum is met, some commissioners may be logging on after roll call due to connectivity issues.

Roll Call Attendance:
Jayden Tanaka, present
Valentina Alioto-Pier, absent
Lillian Tang, present
Plyfaa Suwanamalik-Murphy, present
Calvin Quick, present
Gabrielle Listana, present
Adrianna Zhang, present
Gracie Veiga, present
Ariana Arana, not present
Rome Jones, present
Erika Morris, present
Arsema Asfaw, present
Sarah Cheung, present
Sarah Ginsburg, absent
Nora Hylton, present
Amara Santos, present
Stephen “Rocky” Versace, absent

No public comment. Commissioner Quick motions to excuse Commissioner Alioto-Pier, seconded by Commissioner Zhang. Motion passes by a roll call vote.
Roll Call vote - Commissioner Alioto-Pier excuse absence:
Jayden Tanaka, aye
Valentina Alioto-Pier, absent
Lillian Tang, aye
Plyfaa Suwanamalik-Murphy, aye
Calvin Quick, aye
Gabrielle Listana, aye
Adrianna Zhang, aye
Gracie Veiga, aye
Ariana Arana, absent
Rome Jones, aye
Erika Morris, aye
Arsema Asfaw, aye
Sarah Cheung, aye
Sarah Ginsburg, absent
Nora Hylton, aye
Amara Santos, aye
Stephen "Rocky" Versace, absent

No public comment. Commissioner Morris motions to excuse Commissioner Versace, seconded by Commissioner Zhang. Motion passes by a roll call vote.

Roll Call vote - Commissioner Versace excuse absence:
Jayden Tanaka, aye
Valentina Alioto-Pier, absent
Lillian Tang, aye
Plyfaa Suwanamalik-Murphy, aye
Calvin Quick, aye
Gabrielle Listana, aye
Adrianna Zhang, aye
Gracie Veiga, aye
Ariana Arana, absent
Rome Jones, aye
Erika Morris, aye
Arsema Asfaw, aye
Sarah Cheung, aye
Sarah Ginsburg, absent
Nora Hylton, aye
Amara Santos, aye
Stephen "Rocky" Versace, absent

2. Approval of Agenda (Action Item)

No public comment. Commissioner Quick motions to approve the agenda, seconded by Commissioner Tanaka. Motion passes by a roll call vote.

Roll Call Vote:
Jayden Tanaka, aye
Valentina Alioto-Pier, absent
Lillian Tang, aye
Plyfaa Suwanamalik-Murphy, aye
Calvin Quick, aye  
Gabrielle Listana, aye  
Adrianna Zhang, aye  
Gracie Veiga, aye  
Ariana Arana, not present  
Rome Jones, aye  
Erika Morris, aye  
Arsema Asfaw, aye  
Sarah Cheung, aye  
Sarah Ginsburg, absent  
Nora Hylton, aye  
Amara Santos, aye  
Stephen “Rocky” Versace, absent

3. Approval of Minutes (Action Item)

A. March 15th, 2021  
(Document A)

No public comment. Commissioner Morris motions to approve of the March 15th, 2021 minutes, seconded by Commissioner Listana.

Roll Call Vote:  
Jayden Tanaka, aye  
Valentina Alioto-Pier, absent  
Lillian Tang, aye  
Plyfaa Suwanamalik-Murphy, aye  
Calvin Quick, aye  
Gabrielle Listana, aye  
Adrianna Zhang, aye  
Gracie Veiga, aye  
Ariana Arana, not present  
Rome Jones, aye  
Erika Morris, aye  
Arsema Asfaw, aye  
Sarah Cheung, aye  
Sarah Ginsburg, absent  
Nora Hylton, aye  
Amara Santos, aye  
Stephen “Rocky” Versace, absent

4. Public Comment on Items not on Agenda (2 minutes per public comment)

Public Comment: Hayden Miller, youth in D1, encourages you all to request a presentation or resolution in support for carfree JFK - as someone that lives right by there it is great to go outside since we are in school all day and good to see people out in the community learning how to ride a bike and is a great community space.i know there’s been questions on access - to create and find solutions on muni reliability like line 44 to connect people to the park and how many free parking there already is like near MLK and along Fulton and Lincoln. It's good for the
mental health of youth to be socially distant in nature with the community. Hope this can be a future item the commission can pick up.

Chair Hylton- public access to community space is very important to us. Thank you for calling in.

5. **Legislation Referred (All Items to Follow are Discussion and Possible Action)**

   A. [Input + Decision] File No. 210294 [Hearing - Impacts of Proposed Cuts to Courses and Staff Layoffs at City College of San Francisco]
      Sponsor: Supervisor Ronen
      Presenter: Adele Failles-Carpenter, Athena Waide, AFT 2121 Staff; Paul Monge, D9 Legislative Staff
      (Document B)

      AFT 2121 Staff, Adele: City College with the breadth of courses and services, largest community college in Ca. The Youth Commission took a stance on accreditation in 2013 and stood by the college, appreciating being here to speak with YC, its faculty at Women and Gender Studies and faculty Organizing Director at AFT 2121 staff and former YC staff. We know we need more funding and long term working with leaders of city government to have long term stable funding solutions, and our best laid plans have been hindered by covid because we have been unable to go to the ballot. The Board of Trustees has proposed cuts to courses and staff layoffs to up to 80% of part time faculty, 600 of faculty impacted. This would impact 40,000 seats in college and proposed impact in key departments. She is the only full time staff in Women and Gender Studies Department, in other Ethnic studies or Social Justice Studies impacted but non credit and job training are impacted for example ESL 50% cuts to faculty - impact to get language trainings and access jobs, culinary department would also be cut and could streamline students into expensive schools/courses to get their degrees in an alternative way and increase debt. Nursing program is reducing the number of cohorts for the upcoming term- only admitting one nursing cohort instead of two. These are the kinds of cuts happening. Sup. Ronen called this to see what the city can do. Question of how the city provides funding in the long-term. Secure some long term revenue for city college.

      They are working with state and federal partners, who are promising things happening at the federal level to give more community investment. There is infrastructure in Biden's proposal - Jill Biden is a community college researcher and we hope to have a national conversation on the value of community colleges. We hope SF can be the leader because of FreeCity college and many programs that community values - but we need to be here to lead and benefit from investments and right now we are in a fight for a college as we know it in the coming months as we know it and excited to work with Supervisor Ronen on this.

      Paul Monge: there is a legacy of chronic underfunding and this is another manifestation of this. How can we train up workers and what's being proposed is the opposite of reducing scale and impact that CCSF has benefited from presence for powerful institutions but not demonstrating appreciation of that value. There is a hearing on Friday at 10am at the inaugural meeting for the BOS Youth and Families Committee. The focus on city college - pertinent to youth commission happy to be referred and continued to be first opportunity and input of youth commission. We would love to turn over to hear from commissioners for key concerns waged by Chair Ronen - questions that’ll be helpful in youth perspective - issues and questions forward and we acknowledge hearing - staffing limitations not at youth friendly hour - hope to id concerns and priorities you wanted raised to be conduits for that.
Questions:

Commissioner Santos - is a CCSF student, to participate in it it's a greater impact - i've spoken to professors recently, experiences with what the department might look like and appreciate everyone coming and how important free city is and more accessibility for people to higher education - and educational resources. Can talk offline and getting lived experiences of the people getting impacted

Paul - love for you all to think it over the next couple days by Wednesday or early Thursday for the Friday hearing- any questions reflective of students, young people, city college and its importance to san francisco.

Commissioner Santos -
1) What are the stats or cuts on BIPOC or other marginalized communities?
2) What are the impacts on people who are attempting to learn more skills for their personal enrichment but who aren’t there for degrees?
3) How can we incorporate a more flexible program and/or why does this have to be the case?
   Let me know how that can be worded or look like.

Adele - good questions to bring to the hearing on friday. Make sure to retain vital programs, keeping equity in mind about how the college is going about balancing its budget - making changes without having a thoughtful planning process. Can share a little of what she knows. The cuts affecting smaller departments and interdisciplinary departments. Layoffs can reduce the ethnicity of faculty. 25% latinx students but not reflected in our faculty. We also need to have the information about what it would be like to have those things cut not degree speaking or high stakes, because of state funding - student completion rate disincentives how to hold students especially not limited to transfers. we want to protect those opportunities in additional revenue. not the mission of community college.

Commissioner Zhang - why is this happening? It's unfortunate to see that the necessary programs are being cut - is this happening nationally or just CCSF?

Adele - Yes it is. What we’re facing is part of a longer term austerity agenda that has driven students to the private or for profit online education. This has its roots in the Reagen administration, one of the reasons why its impacting CCSF is bc as a city (SF), student body, union - we’ve been successful in pushing back against this agenda. We are a robust CC - the second most robust (ESL) is in San Diego. Want to be the example, but we’re being forced to shrink down.

Commissioner Santos - early college in highschool brought up - as experience in black and brown highschool more accessibility and that's a standard program to give us a sense that ccssf or college at large is brought up, options give people to see a fit in the messaging

No public comment.

Motions:
Commissioner zhang motions to support this hearing with the recommendations and questions brought up by Commissioner Santos, seconded by Commissioner Quick. The motion passes by a roll call vote.
4) How is the early college program being impacted?
5) What are the stats or cuts on BIPOC or other marginalized communities?
6) What are the impacts on people who are attempting to learn more skills for their personal enrichment but who aren’t there for degrees? For example parents and people entering the workforce.
7) How can we incorporate a more flexible program and/or why does this have to be the case?
8) How are early to college programs being impacted if this is no longer a feasible option for folks learning about higher education or job training?

Roll Call Vote:
Jayden Tanaka, aye
Valentina Alioto-Pier, absent
Lillian Tang, aye
Plyfaa Suwanamalik-Murphy, aye
Calvin Quick, aye
Gabrielle Listana, aye
Adrianna Zhang, aye
Gracie Veiga, aye
Ariana Arana, aye
Rome Jones, aye
Erika Morris, aye
Arsema Asfaw, aye
Sarah Cheung, aye
Sarah Ginsburg, absent
Nora Hylton, aye
Amara Santos, aye
Stephen “Rocky” Versace, absent

Commissioner Arana arrived at 5:56pm.

B. [Input + Decision] File No. 210323 [Hearing - Summer Together Initiative]
   Sponsor: Supervisor Ronen
   Presenter: Paul Monge, D9 Legislative Staff
   (Document C)

Paul - city wide initiative to invite & offer close to 20k summer programs or community hubs into the summer. Calling on the dept who are going to be implementing these programs. what are the specific processes,
   present to the public how the members of the public can enroll and participate. If any commissioners have any questions we’d love to hear and bring them forward on Friday.

Commissioner Hylton - opening the floor for questions

Commissioner Santos: SFUSD enrolled will qualify, is this in Pre K - 12?
Paul: any point for SFUSD. opportunities made available at any grade but alter grades more oriented to workforce and job readiness, internship - look a bit different than summer camp for elementary school

Staff: You had these recommendations from when you heard the appropriations legislation at your last meeting:
• the follow up legislation be referred to the Youth Commission
• the sponsoring office works with youth and community-based organizations to identify the needs for specific programming
• engage youth for their input on the crank start
• maintain and enforce the language accessibility piece of this funding/program roll out
• in addition to language access, ensure that there is education around the reopening aspect, so communities feel safer to participate

Commissioner Quick: follow up on the recommendations - as fundings funded through dcyf and rec and park, at a variety of ranges with d5 all year that engage youth mid - highschool level and i think messaging is focused on learning changes for elementary and are they planning to expand or coming up with new ones? how are we providing opportunities for mid-highschool students. developed as a one time pandemic response - but are there any successes to continue going forward and asking departments to keep that in mind to the extent they have capacity to evaluate for mid-long term lens.

Paul: infuse to expand capacity and slots for children and youth to participate at greater numbers, key benefit is also no cost/subsidized as benefit and support for public school students and a growth from what we’ve grown in the past year and what we’ve been doing.

sup ronen - summer together is precursor to rise initiative but parallel effort in developing a plan or set of recommendations for sfusd to support long term recovery of public schools to expand resources and opportunities like summer programming and early development of rise as infusion of resources to expand enrichment resources - hope to have as a pilot for intensity into academic year and indefinitely.

Commissioner Santos: can you clarify on what highschool programs look like - as focused on internship and workforce?

Paul: prelim academic oriented, sfusd summer learning/school opps, credit recovery, workforce initiatives like myeep get workforce experience and get compensation for it. Meet the unique needs of the participant

Commissioner Santos - if you're a young person in high school, only have time for school and work- task of school and work. Encouragement of a break from school and work (?) my feedback was about incorporating more of a social aspect to the programs rather than solely being academic and professional

Paul - there will be recreational activities available. Can’t speak to which ones specifically, but that’s the hope and purpose of this hearing - residents to see what options are available for them to participate in.

Commissioner Hylton - can you please repeat the asks?

Paul - we are going to get feedback from you all - any questions that reflect the interests and lived experience from youth in the city. if you were sitting at fridays hearing, if you had a question about what young people are concerned about related to these programs what would they be? we want to present these questions on your behalf

Commissioner Hylton - are you open to getting the questions later?

Paul - yes, if you have any questions feel free to email those by thursday latest so I can gather those and send them to appropriate departments.
Commissioner Quick - I think there has been a lack of establishing of what the accountability of mechanisms and accessibility needs to make sure folks most impacted to participate in the programs, language access as sign up materials, needs to be a conscious ability to adapt.

Paul - affirmatively outreaching, who are we proactively outreaching and partnering with, cultural competence and language access, how are we evaluating benefits from deriving opps or academically personally professionally academically, to track success - to have self assessment

Commissioner Santos - what opportunities are there for parents to get involved? Caretakers? More engagement for them to empower their children.

Commissioner Hytlon - there’s still time to send questions after the meeting.

no public comment.

Staff: You would support, oppose (no support), or take no position. Either way, hearing will happen but you can include recommendations and questions brought up in the Q&A discussion portion.

Questions to include:

1) how are we providing opportunities for mid-highschool students. developed as a one time pandemic response -
2) my feedback was about incorporating more of a social aspect to the programs rather than solely being academic and professional
3) what opportunities are there for parents to get involved? Caretakers? More engagement for them to empower their children.
4) what are the accountability mechanisms to ensure equity and accessibility of the programs for frontline communities hardest hit by the pandemic?(Calvin)

Commissioner Santos, seconded by Commissioner Quick motioned to support the legislation and include the above questions. Motion passes by a roll call vote.

Roll Call Vote:
Jayden Tanaka, aye
Valentina Alioto-Pier, absent
Lillian Tang, aye
Plyfaa Suwanamalik-Murphy, aye
Calvin Quick, aye
Gabrielle Listana, aye
Adrianna Zhang, aye
Gracie Veiga, aye
Ariana Arana, aye
Rome Jones, aye
Erika Morris, aye
Arsema Asfaw, aye
Sarah Cheung, aye
Sarah Ginsburg, absent
Nora Hylton, aye
6. **Presentations (All Items to Follow are Discussion and Possible Action)**

A. [Inform + Decision] Mypath's Advocates New ERA (Economic Rights for All)
   Presenters: Chris Castro, Laura Trinh, Sergio Vega, Camilo Garduno

   Mypath - Our vision is to transform the first paychecks of low-income working youth into economic mobility pathways. We design, test & scale models that support cities, youth employment programs and financial institutions to build economic pathways for youth. Our My Money, Mypath campaign introduced mission

   why does this matter? many youth don’t have enough resources or tools to save their money.

   if this is possible, youth will receive financial education, own checking/savings account with split direct deposit, access to online/mobile banking to manage their money, set their saving goals (laura trinh, sharing personal testimony about right tools allow for vision forward)

   sergio vega: if we continue to ignore, youth lose money, will not go back to community, schools do not require nor offer financial literacy

   chris - personal alumni testimony, step father offered job, paid 175 for every 2 days, price you have to pay to give check - and lost money to get cash from checks cashed

   impact of covid on youth and families:
   - families lost jobs, youth help families for rent or food
   - losing business
   - distance learning is hard, youth lack motivation
   - students missing important milestones - senior year
   - mypath - youth meet via zoom every tuesday, mypath no longer has a place

   alumni story - nina
   - small business deli in north beach, covid, loss of hotel job, money out, not enough money coming in - i want to help out wherever i can. i want a job this summer so parents don’t need to worry about rent, bills, young people like me need to make money and a safe space to store, save, and manage money.

   our ask:
   - help us expand financial access and education to all sf youth
   - advocate for youth workforce agencies to adopt mypath financial capacity model
   - work with sf city officials to ensure youth earn every dollar of sf youth workforce money even through covid19 - sip (can lose 10% due to check cashier fees)
Commissioner Santos: thank you for coming, one question - do their educational programs include learning about topics such as the intersection between finances and oppression/capitalism?

sergio - financial education isn’t banking stealth, issues around the world, we talk about hispanic mission, black lives matter, and to understand and notice the movement going on - open more nonprofit and business for youth, poc areas, less funded, also talked about redlining and banks versus cash check places areas and which neighborhoods

Commissioner Hylton - thanks, a lot of yc values align with what you doin and supported what mypath is doing

No discussion. No public comment.

Commissioner Cheung motions to support Mypath's New ERA group and their asks as stated in their presentation seconded by commissioner Arana.

Staff Truong - what's the campaign strategy? How does this org feel is feasible in this upcoming year?

mypath advocate - more presentations with our allies (joanne yen) to spread this awareness, spreading our message to expand this method to financial youth, and message that you are trying to get out educational opps

- joanne - did discuss more adults and we will look into certain organizations - focusing on a higher age range and spreading it to the inner circle to spread the word.
- christopher - sf youth works insight mentality on how that mentality work - how it’s different, not budgeting money, in mypath youth works and myeep skills we can combine with staff that’ll be a definite youth understanding to get money and save store and manage model - to bring into youth workforce agencies. that’ll be a great step to take and connecting with adults first to help network and with nonprofits to spread and bigger youth rather than smaller youth - if we combine, models with sfyouth works and myeep to better make a change
- joanne - as of right now other orgs using mypath habitats model to budget our own model - but expand and give them and what we have at mypath own noncustodial banking account and more knowledge on financial ability, sf youthworks and other programs - like enterprise to expand certain knowledge to take advantage and money that they gain
- angely miranda - youth financial justice, we do have a curriculum that we do share nationwide to develop - to use for advocates, we would love youth workforce agencies to adopt, when working with their youth and other youth organizations and noncustodial accounts to spread this even more - to have youth get noncustodial accounts and how to manage that - sharing what they have to build that banking to start building their wealth - youth to teach their peers - currently nothing in policy to get bcking who work with youth to start small to make it bigger, this is the beginning of this piece - continuing with this campaign and grow into policy not right now - because pandemic and capacity, working as spread to reach out to other folks. We are also recruiting for new cohort - highschool
to work with curriculum to help build curriculum development - with improvements to have opps for everyone to do this and really want backing and support fso use and to quick - supportive of the asks, and helping to develop policy asks - like write letters, and advocacy parts please keep us plugged in -
- angely - i know dcyf 8 youth work agencies have implemented mypath and noncustodial accounts that's been done to expand to big it and more youth - one of those things we have in mind how do schools get to teach and financial capability - for all hs youth not just get a job and hooked up and schools - sfusd pick up and implementing in their school
- Commissioner Quick - get connected with SAC
- Commissioner Zhang - Connecting with CORO, I am a part of their leadership program, I can connect MyPath or
- Staff Truong - buy-in
  - christopher castro - brought up in youth ideas and start off whole new idea and visioning and some flaws at first and learning about these flaws and listening to our youth to make the campaign what it works and national - different stages to have bunch of youth who can save, store and budgeting a lot of parents in debt and rely on jobs to teach them - some of those parents not graduate highschool.

no public comment.

Commissioner Cheung motions to support Mypath's New ERA group and their asks as stated in their seconded by commissioner Arana. Motion passes by a roll call vote.

**Roll Call Vote:**
Jayden Tanaka, aye
Valentina Alioto-Pier, absent
Lillian Tang, aye
Plyfaa Suwanamalik-Murphy, aye
Calvin Quick, aye
Gabrielle Listana, aye
Adrianna Zhang, aye
Gracie Veiga, aye
Ariana Arana, aye
Rome Jones, aye
Erika Morris, aye
Arsema Asfaw, aye
Sarah Cheung, aye
Sarah Ginsburg, absent
Nora Hylton, aye
Amara Santos, aye
Stephen “Rocky” Versace, absent

B. [Inform + Decision] Free College 4 All Resolution
Presenter: Eira Kien, CCSF Collective
(Document D)

Eira Kein - read resolution that was presented to the TJ committee and now presenting to fyc hoping to get support. Are there any questions regarding the resolution?
Commissioner Hylton - thank you for presenting and for following our recommendation of presenting to fyc

Commissioner Quick - clarifying questions, what's the ask for us tonight? Asking yc to support this resolution?

Eira - yes, just having another organization support it. It would be wonderful to have the fyc to be in support.

no public comment.

Opening floor for discussion

Commissioner Hylton - if anyone in TJ would like to share what we discussed? if not that's fine.

Commissioner Santos - from what I remember, we brought up the point how we would've liked a focus more on police on campus and defunding and things of that nature to create a safer environment for black and brown students. We thought it was more appropriate to send this to fyc instead of tj because of its focus.

- wasn’t able to see the resolution, was the focus changed?

Eira - no it wasn’t, it was already submitted to the council when presented to tj and we can no longer make those amendments. The resolution mentioned a BIPOC committee, which gets into the weeds of having an abolitionist perspective.

Commissioner Quick motions to support the resolution, Commissioner Tanaka seconds. Motion passes by a roll call vote.

Roll Call Vote:
Jayden Tanaka, aye
Valentina Alioto-Pier, absent
Lillian Tang, aye
Plyfaa Suwanamalik-Murphy, aye
Calvin Quick, aye
Gabrielle Listana, aye
Adrianna Zhang, aye
Gracie Veiga, aye
Ariana Arana, aye
Rome Jones, not present
Erika Morris, not present
Arsema Asfaw, aye
Sarah Cheung, aye
Sarah Ginsburg, absent
Nora Hylton, aye
Amara Santos, aye
Stephen “Rocky” Versace, absent

7. Consent Calendar (Inform + Decision)
All items hereunder constitute a Consent Calendar. There will be no separate discussion of these items unless a Commissioner so requests. In that event, the item will be removed from the Consent Calendar and considered as a separate item immediately following the vote on the rest of the items.

A. ACA-3 - [Involuntary Servitude]
Sponsor: Assembly Member Kalmager
(Document E)

B. AB-71 - [Homelessness Funding: Bring California Home Act]
Sponsor: Assembly Members Rivas, Chiu, Bloom, and Wicks
(Document F)

C. AB-333 - [Participation in a Criminal Street Gang - Enhanced Sentence]
Sponsor: Assembly Member Kamlager
(Document G)

D. AB-503 - [Wards: Probation]
Sponsor: Assembly Member Stone
(Document H)

E. AB-655 - [California Law Enforcement Accountability Reform Act]
Sponsor: Assembly Member Kalra
(Document I)

F. AB-937 - [Immigration Enforcement]
Sponsor: Assembly Members Carrillo, Kalra, and Santiago
(Document J)

G. AB-4 - [Medi-Cal Eligibility]
Sponsor: Assembly Members Arambula, Bonta, Chiu, Gipson, Lorena Gonzalez, Reyes, and Santiago
(Document K)

H. SB-56 - [Medi-Cal Eligibility]
Sponsor: Senator Durazo
(Document L)

I. AB-829 - [Foster Children Immigration Council]
Sponsor: Assembly Member Levine
(Document M)

J. AB-600 - [Hate Crimes: Immigration Status]
Sponsor: Assembly Member Arambula
(Document N)

K. SB-493 - [Local Government Financing: Juvenile Justice]
Sponsor: Assembly Member Bradford
(Document O)
L. AB-1140 - [Foster care: rights]  
Sponsor: Assembly Member Rivas  
(Document P)

M. SB-739 - [California Universal Basic Income for Transition-Age Youth Pilot Project]  
Sponsor: Senator Cortese  
(Document Q)

N. SB-464 - [California Food Assistance Program: Eligibility]  
Sponsor: Senator Hurtado

No public comment.

Commissioner Listana motions to support items 7A through 7N, second by Commissioner Viega. The motion passes by a roll call vote.

Roll Call Vote:
Jayden Tanaka, aye
Valentina Alioto-Pier, absent
Lillian Tang, aye
Plyfaa Suwanamalik-Murphy, aye
Calvin Quick, aye
Gabrielle Listana, aye
Adrianna Zhang, aye
Gracie Veiga, aye
Ariana Arana, aye
Rome Jones, not present
Erika Morris, aye
Arsema Asfaw, aye
Sarah Cheung, aye
Sarah Ginsburg, absent
Nora Hylton, aye
Amara Santos, aye
Stephen “Rocky” Versace, absent

8. Committee Reports (Discussion Only)
   A. Executive Committee
      a. LAO
         i. nothing to report other, as we heard much of the legislation he recommended today.
      b. Comms
         i. Youth Commission Application Process 2021-2022
            1. hope to release this friday, hope for print out forms to be distributed if you are available to help with in person outreach (drop off app at programs, schools, please let us know as we will be printing them at city hall for hand offs we can also provide ppe), we hope to have 2 virtual webinars/open houses for this, cmtes please support by sending in 30~ second plug about your committee each to make a cmte reels for promotionals - Campaign highlights, districts, how do you measure your success
      c. General Committee Updates
i. developing a fyc faq sheet for what asks, motions are possible. Please provide input by Thursday.

B. Civic Engagement
   a. nothing to report

C. Housing and Land Use
   a. Presenting to SFMTA in May
   b. Visited the Norma Hotel with some TJ folks

D. Transformative Justice
   a. visited the Norma Hotel and haven't debriefed as a group

E. OCOF
   a. nothing to report

9. Staff Report (Discussion Only)

   • Per the Cybersecurity policy mandated by COIT, all City employees, including Commissioners are required to complete Cybersecurity Awareness training annually. Please remind the Youth Commissioners to complete the training on the SF Employee Portal - My Learning, by Friday, April 30, 2021.
   • FYC FAQ Sheet is in the works - input & feedback via commenting would be helpful
   • Confirm Returners for next YC term 2021-22
     o Jayden - yes
     o Lillian - yes
     o Plyfaa - no
     o Gabbie - yes
     o Adrianna - yes
     o Gracie - no
     o Ariana - no
     o Rome - no
     o Erika - no
     o Arsema - yes
     o Sarah C. - maybe
     o Nora - no
     o Amara - maybe
     o Calvin - no
     o Sarah G., Rocky, Valentina - absent

   • General Reminder for Community Organizing School - in Weekly Internal
   • Free Therapy through EAP -
   • Reminder: don’t forget - Statement of Incompatible Activities
   • Student Workgroup from D9 - outreach

10. Announcements (This Includes Community Events)

11. Adjournment

   Chair Hylton adjourns the meeting at 7:50 pm